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Abstract

Atmospheric ozone concentration measurements mostly depend on spectroscopic meth-

ods that cover different spectral regions. Despite long years of measurement efforts,

the uncertainty goal of 1% in absolute line intensities has not been reached yet. Mul-

tispectral inter-comparisons using both laboratory and atmospheric studies reveal that

important discrepancies exist when ozone columns are retrieved in different spectral

regions. Here, we use ground based FTIR to study the sensitivity of ozone columns

on different spectroscopic parameters as a function of individual bands for identify-

ing necessary improvements of the spectroscopic databases. In particular, we examine

the degree of consistency that can be reached in ozone retrievals using spectral win-

dows in the 5 and 10 µm bands of ozone. Based on the atmospheric spectra, a detailed

database inter-comparison between HITRAN (version 2012), GEISA (version 2011)

and S&MPO (as retrieved from the website at the end of 2015) is made. Data from the

10 µm window are consistent to better than 1%, but there are larger differences when

the windows at 5 µm are included. The 5 µm results agree with the results from 10 µm

within ±2 % for all databases. Recent S&MPO data are even more consistent with the

desired level of 1 %, but spectroscopic data from HITRAN give about 4% higher ozone

columns than those from GEISA. If four sub-windows in the 5 µm band are checked for
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consistency, retrievals using GEISA or S&MPO parameters show less dispersion than

those using HITRAN, where one window in the P-branch of the ν1 + ν3 band gives

about 2 % lower results than the other three. The atmospheric observations are corrob-

orated by a direct comparison of the spectroscopic databases, using a simple statistical

analysis based on intensity weighted spectroscopic parameters. The bias introduced

by the weighted average approach is investigated and it is negligible if relative differ-

ences between databases do not correlate with line intensities. This is the case for the

comparison of HITRAN with GEISA in the 10 µm region and the agreement between

the simple analysis and the full retrieval is better than 0.1%. At 5 µm biases might be

as high as 1.4 %, and the proposed method is thus limited to the same level of accu-

racy. Implications of the new data for database improvements and further studies, in

particular in the 5 µm region, are discussed.

Keywords: ozone, atmospheric composition, remote sensing, FTIR, MIR,

spectroscopic database

1. Introduction

The triatomic allotrope of oxygen, ozone (O3), is a key molecule in Earths atmo-

sphere. As precursor molecule for atmospheric radicals (NO3, OH) it plays a central

role in atmospheric oxidation. Ozone also filters harmful solar ultraviolet (UV) radia-

tion and thus is crucial to the evolution of life as we know it. The molecule has direct5

impact on air quality, agricultural productivity, and the ecosystem with correspond-

ing economic consequences. Accurate and traceable concentration measurements of

this molecule thus are a priority for health and air quality authorities as well as for

atmospheric and climate scientists, which has made ozone one of the key themes of

dedicated global atmospheric observation programs, such as IGACO-O3/UV. 1
10

1Integrated Global Atmospheric Chemistry Observations for ozone and UV as part of the Global Atmo-

spheric Watch (GAW) Programme of the World Meteorological Organisation for providing reliable scientific

data and information on the chemical composition of the atmosphere, its natural and anthropogenic change,

and helping to improve the understanding of interactions between the atmosphere, the oceans and the bio-

sphere.
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Due to its high reactivity and the impossibility to prepare a stable reference standard

along with the fact that ozone has rich and strong absorption features covering all spec-

tral regions from the far IR to the UV, O3 concentration measurements are commonly

based on spectroscopic methods. These measurements thus depend on the molecular

spectroscopic constants describing the interaction with light, which have to be deter-15

mined experimentally. Indeed, the recommended primary method for in-situ ozone

measurements in ambient air hinges on the absorption cross section in the Hartley band

at 253.65 nm, whose actually recommended value suffers from a relative uncertainty of

2.1 % (at the 95 % level of confidence) [1]. In view of the need for reliable long term

measurements of ozone changes of a few percent per decade [2–5], traceable spectro-20

scopic data with a much lower level of uncertainty are desired and redeterminations of

this cross section value are thus under way [6–8]. A target uncertainty for concentration

measurements and remote sensing of atmospheric ozone is one percent [1, 7, 9, 10], or

below. This would also allow meaningful retrieval of tropospheric ozone from satellite

data where the total column is dominated by the stratospheric contribution (∼ 90 %).25

Achieving and well characterizing this level of uncertainty will also make an important

contribution to the United Nations effort in documenting long-term ozone trends [11].

In order to harmonize the spectroscopic data on ozone, the most recent mid-IR

intensity studies in the 10 µm range [2–5, 12–15] have been critically reviewed [16]

and the databases have been updated concordantly after 2004 [17–19]. Because three30

of four recent measurements showed a dispersion of just ±0.8%, it was recommended

to reduce the database values by roughly 4 % which corresponded to the average of

the three consistent data sets. The recommendation thus has effectively ignored the

recent measurement of Smith et al. [12] even though it was consistent with previous

measurements and the actual recommendation (HITRAN 2000) at that time and this35

was done without pointing out why this particular measurement should be less reliable

than the other studies.

Interestingly, recent direct UV (300-315 nm) - IR (10 µm) inter-comparison mea-

surements in the laboratory [20, 21], in the atmosphere from ground [22] or using

satellite instruments [23] have questioned the thus obtained consistency of the updated40

spectroscopic parameters: using either of the two spectral regions, inter-comparisons
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often find a difference of about 4 % in the derived ozone concentrations or columns.

This could possibly indicate that the original HITRAN 2000 database [24] values are

more consistent with recommended UV data. A similar difference of (3.6 ± 1.0) % has

been found in another UV - IR inter-comparison based on simultaneous measurements45

at the Hg emission line at 253.65 nm and around 1133.5 cm-1 in the ν1 band [25]. More-

over, using the same two databases (HITRAN 2004 or 2008), the ACE-FTS mission

team has decided to neglect the results from ozone spectroscopic data in the 5 µm band

(in the ν1+ν2 band around 1800 cm-1 and in the ν1+ν3 band around 2100 cm-1), because

of apparent discrepancies with the results obtained from retrieval in the 10 µm funda-50

mental region [23]. This has triggered another inter-comparison study [26] between the

integrated absorption in the Chappuis band (515 - 715 nm) and the ν1 + ν3 combination

band. There, however, no inconsistencies in recommended databases have been found,

but optical densities in the visible were very weak though (< 4 %). Thomas et al. [27]

studied recently possible inconsistencies between the 5 and 10 µm regions by absolute55

measurements in each of these two regions. Their results at 10 µm are compatible with

the 2004 or 2008 HITRAN databases and about 2 % lower than the actual databases in

the 5 µm region, which, if significant, could even increase the observed discrepancy in

the satellite data [23, 28].

Very recently, the first direct inter-comparison between the 3 and 10 µm as well60

as the 4 and 10 µm regions has been published [29]. This study is based on ground

based FTIR solar absorption spectra and systematic differences of up to 7 % between

the different regions have been revealed, most likely due to inconsistencies in the spec-

troscopic data.

Given these many seemingly conflicting results, further inter-comparisons, ideally65

using identical conditions for the ozone concentration and the optical light path, are

sought for. Besides of the inherent difficulty to prepare ozone for comparison and

absolute intensity measurements, some of the discrepancies are certainly due to the

use of different lines and spectral regions. In this article we thus try to investigate

the consistency of the 5 µm data with the 10 µm region: i) globally, as a function of70

the vibrational band and ii) locally, as a function of few individual transitions, using

atmospheric observations from a ground based FTIR instrument. The present study
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thus is part of a greater effort of using ground based atmospheric remote sensing studies

for improving the spectroscopic databases, such as has been demonstrated for the case

of water [30], for example.75

Our comparisons are done using the currently available data from the three different

spectroscopic databases GEISA [31], HITRAN [32] and S&MPO [33], which allows

one to investigate differences and possible inconsistencies. Due to the complexity of

linking column measurements to spectroscopic data, a simple method is introduced

that permits to derive characteristic spectroscopic parameters for each spectral window80

and database. Based on comparisons of these representative values, differences in at-

mospheric retrievals can be traced back to differences in the spectroscopic databases.

The comparison of databases in each of the spectral regions is thus another goal of this

article, which is structured as follows: We begin with a description of the experimen-

tal tools, the spectroscopic data and the retrieval procedure. The sensitivity of ozone85

columns on different spectroscopic parameters in the 10 µm range is then discussed and

we conclude with a detailed comparison of ozone data in the spectroscopic databases

in the light of our measurements.

2. Experimental setup and data

2.1. Observation site and instrumental description90

Atmospheric observations were performed using the Paris ground-based Fourier

transform spectrometer (FTS-Paris). This instrument is operated by the SMILE/LERMA2

team and is part of the QualAir air quality research station of Université Pierre et Marie

Curie (UPMC). The instrument is located in downtown Paris on the UPMC campus

(48◦50’N, 2◦21’E at 65 m a.s.l). A detailed description of the system can be found95

elsewhere [34]. Here, we just give a short description and technical key data are sum-

marized in Table 1.

2SMILE is the French acronym for ”Molecular Spectroscopy and Laser Instrumentation for the

Environment”
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2.2. Data acquisition

The spectra recorded by ground-based FTIR contain rovibrational signatures of

atmospheric species in the characteristic fingerprint and group frequency regions (3 −100

10 µm, extendable). To optimize the signal-to-noise ratio in the spectral domains of

the ozone signals, appropriate combinations of optical filters and detectors have been

chosen (see Table 1). Data were acquired during daytime and only clear sky spectra

have been kept for the analysis. In order to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, the

evaluation has further been restricted to spectra that were obtained around noon (10:00105

– 14:00). Here we present data that were acquired at six days in 2013. An overview of

the spectroscopic data and windows is given in Figure 1.

2.3. Spectroscopic Data

Data were taken from the latest versions of the three databases GEISA, HITRAN

and S&MPO (G11, H12 and S15, hereafter). The origin of these data and the avail-110

able parameters are specified for each spectral region separately. Note that S&MPO

does not keep track of changes of the available data. The data used here represent a

snapshot made in December 2015 using the smpo.univ-reims.fr website. All of the

databases essentially provide spectroscopic data concerning the main and singly sub-

stituted ozone species: 16O3, 16O16O18O, 16O18O16O, 16O16O17O, 16O17O16 (or 666,115

668, 686, 667, 676 in shorthand notation). While the singly substituted isotopologues

except for 16O18O16O have been included into the database only at the end of 2015,

S15 also includes the pure 18O3 isotopologue and gives intensities on a per species’

basis. H12 and G11 assume that the above molecules occur in fixed proportions of

0.992901, 0.00398194, 0.00199097, 0.000734 and 0.00370 respectively [24]. These120

relative abundance factors are therefore already incorporated into intensities given in

the databases [35], which is also the convention assumed by the retrieval software. The

above relative values are based on the isotope abundance of standard mean ocean wa-

ter (SMOW) [36]. By taking these proportions one evidently ignores the strong and

variable isotopic enrichments that actually occur in atmospheric ozone [37–39]. Nev-125

ertheless, the assumption is made throughout and will have no significant impact on

the total ozone column values.
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Another notable difference between databases is the kind of spectroscopic param-

eters that are provided. Table 2 gives a comparison of these data. The lack of the air

temperature coefficient nair of the broadened half width in S&MPO needs to be pointed130

out here as a possible obstacle for atmospheric applications. Throughout the paper we

have assumed the constant value nair = 0.76 in doing retrievals with S15. As far as

line intensities of 16O3 are concerned, data from the {ν1, ν3} fundamentals at 10 µm

in H12 and S15 are due to dipole moments of Flaud et al. [16] (see Ref. [40]), while

corresponding values in G11 are referenced to Ref. [14]. The 5 µm cold band transi-135

tions of 16O3 in H12 stem from the calulation published in Ref. [41] and are scaled by

a normalization factor of 1/(1.04) [40]. The same data in G11 result from the work in

Ref. [42], while corresponding transitions in S15 come from calculations of GSMA in

Reims [43].

The 10 µm region comprises the fundamental of the dyad formed by the normal140

stretch modes ν1 and ν3, but also harmonic and hot band transitions. We note that

normal mode frequencies are 1103.08 and 1041.89 cm-1 for ν1 and ν3, respectively and

that the ν3 band has the highest band intensity of the normal modes. Altogether 1157

lines in the selected window 10−1 at and above our threshold intensity of 10−23 cm are

reported in HITRAN.145

The threshold, which was not applied to the retrieval that included all available

lines in the databases, corresponds to 2 to 3 times our limit of detection (LOD). These

lines belong to different vibrational transitions. Using the Boltzmann factors

FB(T ) = exp
(−c2E′′/T

)
, (1)

defined by the lower state energy E′′, temperature T and second radiation constant

c2 = 1.4387770(13) K cm1, one readily estimates that only ground state {001, 100} ←150

000 and hot band transitions from the first excited states 010, 001 and 100 need to be

considered at 296 K, if contributions of less than 0.2 % to the total intensity are ne-

glected. The restriction to the above transitions should even be more accurate, because

temperatures in the ozone layer are much lower.
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2.3.1. Retrieval strategy155

Ozone total columns

CO3 =

∫
nO3(z) dz (2)

where nO3(z) is the ozone number density along the light path with coordinate z, are

retrieved using the PROFILE FIT (PROFFIT) algorithm developed by Hase et al. [44].

The radiative algorithm (forward model) is based on the Beer-Lambert law and calcu-

lates the atmospheric absorbance, which is compared and fitted to the measured spec-160

trum using a least squares minimization method. Input parameters for the forward

modeling are: spectroscopic line parameters (position, intensity, pressure line shift,

pressure broadening parameters) from the spectroscopic databases; atmospheric pres-

sure and temperature vertical profiles from NOAA (see http://www.ncep.noaa.gov); a

priori vertical Volume Mixing Ratio (VMR) profiles of all of the studied species, the165

H2O continuum [45], and the instrument line shape [46–48], which is regularly moni-

tored using sealed and non-sealed gas cells filled with HCl, HBr and N2O. The inver-

sion model supports both optimal estimation and Twomey-Tikhonov constraints and

is able to perform the retrieval in log(VMR) space for strong variability in an optimal

manner. Columns are measured along the light path but are usually converted to verti-170

cal columns, assuming spherical symmetry of the atmosphere. In this paper we do not

need to be concerned with the difference between these two and might for simplicity

assume that the absorption occurs along the vertical direction.

In the spectral regions corresponding to the fundamental {ν1, ν3} bands at 10 µm,

one window (10−1) consisting out of 5 sub-windows was used and in the region of175

the ν1 + ν3 combination bands at 5 µm four different windows (5−1 through 5−4) with

between 4 and 7 sub or micro-windows were employed in the analysis. The windows

and the micro-windows are detailed in Table 3 and Figure 2 gives a graphical repre-

sentation of the acquired spectra. Micro-windows in both spectral ranges were chosen

in order to minimizing contributions from interfering species, which mainly are H2O,180

CO2, N2O, CO and OCS. Their contributions were determined in separate retrievals

using appropriate spectral windows. The ozone columns have then be retrieved using

a daily mean vertical profile of the interferer substances.
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We note that the 10 µm range has been used intensively for the retrieval of ozone

in both space missions (for instance MIPAS [49] and IASI [22]) and ground based re-185

mote sensing (NDACC [4, 50]). O3 columns retrieved from window 10-1 are therefore

considered as reference values.

Figure 1: Overview of spectral regions and micro-windows used for the ozone retrieval. Top – 5 µm win-

dows, bottom – 10 µm window. Red, black and blue traces respectively indicate measured and fitted spectrum

as well as the residual signal. See Table 3 for micro-window boundaries and supplemental information.

3. Parameter Sensitivity Study

3.1. Atmospheric conditions

Figure 2 gives an overview of the typical retrieved ozone profile and atmospheric190

measurement conditions. In the altitude range from 0 to 34 km, ozone number densi-

ties vary between 0.9 and 4 · 1012 cm-3, with the maximum reached at circa 23 km of

altitude. Above 34 km, ozone concentrations decrease exponentially at a rate of about

one decade per 7 km. Temperatures at the ozone maximum are on the order of 220 K

and the column averaged ozone temperature195

T O3 =

∫
dz T (z) nO3(z)∫

dz nO3(z)
(3)
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takes the value of 235 K. Most of the ozone signal thus comes from altitudes below

Figure 2: Typical ozone and temperature profiles of measurements in 2013 (left panel). Right panel shows

β/(1 + β), which is an indicator for the contribution of the pressure broadened halfwidth to the overall line

width.

34 km. The Voigt shape parameter

β = γL/γG (4)

where γL and γG are Lorentzian and Gaussian halfwidths, respectively, can be used

to quantify the importance of pressure broadening on the line shape. The function

β/(1 + β), in particular, is a measure for the contribution of pressure broadening to the200

total linewidth. It takes a value of 39 % at 34 km, and increases steadily with decreas-

ing altitude, indicating that pressure broadening is dominating in the altitude range

somewhat below 34 km.

3.2. Sensitivity study at 10 µm

In order to identify spectroscopic requirements and understand differences between205

spectroscopic databases, we have determined the sensitivity of the ozone column CO3

to the intensity (S ), air-broadened half width (γair), its temperature coefficient (nair)

and the lower state energy (E′′) expressed as equivalent wavenumber.

Line shape parameters beyond the Voigt profile due to Dicke narrowing, speed

effects (velocity changing collisions and speed dependence of pressure broadening and210

shifting) and due to line-mixing are not yet routinely provided by the databases. We
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therefore don’t discuss these effects here. Actually, non-Voigt effects on isolated ozone

lines can be safely neglected, since their impact on the total ozone column is 0.1 %

or less [51]. However, neglecting line-mixing effects can bias the ozone total column

retrieval in the 10 µm range by up to 2 % [52], but in section 4 we will present evidence215

that if any, the impact of line-mixing on total ozone column values in our study is likely

significantly smaller (< 1 %).

We here define the sensitivity coefficient α as the proportionality factor between

relative changes of CO3 due to relative changes of the respective parameter x ∈ (S , γair,

nair, E′′), i.e.:220

∆CO3

CO3

= α(x)
∆x
x
. (5)

Related definitions, such as the band specific sensitivity αI(x) and corresponding weight

factors wI are given in Appendix A.1.

Table 4 gives intensity weights wI in the 10 µm window for the bands that account

for more than 99 % of the absorbed intensity at T = 235 K. It indicates that the fun-

damentals {001,100} ← 000 should contribute about 93 % to the retrieved signal. The225

second most important transition is the hot band from the ν2 = 1 lower state (∼5 %).

Note that calculated weights are only approximate. In the atmosphere, radiation

transfer based on the Beer-Lambert law

I(ν) = I0(ν) exp

−∫
nO3 (z)

∑
l

Sl(z) gl(ν, z) dz

 (6)

(here given for a single absorber with multiple absorption lines l of line shape gl(ν, z)

and a vertical number density profile nO3 (z) and neglecting the apparatus function)230

will introduce a non-linearity, because the exponential preferentially damps stronger

transitions. On the contrary, the averaging in eqs. (A.3) and (A.2) which is used to

determine the contribution of individual bands to the overall signal in Table 4, does not

take this dampening into account and must therefore overestimate strong absorption

lines.235
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3.2.1. Sensitivity on line intensity

The optical density is defined as the negative of the exponent in the Beer-Lambert

law (eq. (6)):

τ(ν) = ln
(

I0(ν)
I(ν)

)
=

∫
nO3 (z)

∑
l

Sl(z) gl(ν, z) dz. (7)

τ is thus linear in both, S and nO3 . Since the total ozone column (eq. (2)) is also linear

in nO3 , but independent of S , the line intensity and CO3 are directly anti-correlated and240

α(S) = −1. This value (−0.98) is indeed obtained for the sum of all bands (see Table 4).

For individual bands, however, some deviation from the average is observed and val-

ues between 0.8 and 1.8 times of the average are obtained. As discussed before, the

non-linearity of eq. (6) and the simplifying assumption of an isothermal atmosphere

contribute to this difference. The ν3 fundamental, in particular, shows a sensitivity245

|α(S )| < 1, which is in line with the expectation that the band with the strongest tran-

sitions should have a sensitivity weaker than average. Evidently, there must be other

bands that compensate for this deficit, explaining the relatively large value for the hot

band from the ν2 = 1 lower state.

For the discussion of the sensitivity to other parameters (γair, nair), ratios of α-250

values are also presented in Table 4.

3.2.2. Sensitivity on pressure broadening coefficient

Inspection of Table 4 reveals that |α(γair)| is roughly three to six times smaller than

|α(S)|. Intensity corrected values |α(γair)/α(S)| are between 0.15 and 0.3. However, a

striking feature in Table 4 is the opposite sign of α(γair) for 001← 000 as compared to255

the other vibrational bands. As shown in a simple numerical simulation in Appendix

A.2, this is caused by line shape biases which are different for high and low peak center

optical densities τ0, which must affect the strong 001← 000 band differently than the

others.

An empirical correlation between line intensity and peak center optical density τ0260

has been derived from the atmospheric spectra (Fig. 1) using some lines around 992

and 1006 cm-1. By comparison with the characteristic intensity of each band (obtained

as intensity weighted average, see supplementary material), τ0 ≃ 9 and α(γair) < 0 is
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estimated for the 001←000 fundamental, whereas the range 0.08 ≤ τ0 ≤ 0.6 corre-

sponding to α(γair) ≃ +0.4 is derived for the remaining weak bands (see Fig. A.7e).265

Due to the simplifying approach of characterizing the bands by their weighted in-

tensity and due to using an empirical correlation and ignoring the vertical atmospheric

structure, it is not surprising that the agreement between the simple modeling and our

observations is only semi-quantitative and that the sensitivity for the ν3 fundamental is

overestimated by our approach. Nevertheless, the sign change with intensity as well as270

the sensitivity coefficient |α(γair)/α(S)| ≃ 0.3 in Table 4 for the weak band transitions

is quite well reproduced by the simple estimation. The modeling results thus confirm

our interpretation of the sensitivity coefficient being a fitting artefact due to biases in

γair.

3.2.3. Sensitivity on temperature coefficient of pressure broadening275

The temperature coefficient nair determines the temperature dependence of the pres-

sure broadening coefficient

γair(T ) = γair(296 K)
(

296 K
T

)nair

. (8)

Biases in nair are therefore directly linked to biases in γair, especially if measurements

or observations are made at one particular temperature. We therefore expect that there

is a strong correlation between the sensitivity coefficients of these two parameters. The280

ratio α(γair)/α(nair) for an isothermal atmosphere might be derived from the above

eq. (8) by taking the derivative of γair with respect to nair and keeping the lowest order

correction (note that we drop the index air for the moment)

∆γ

γ
(T ) =

(
296 K

T

)∆n

− 1

≃ n ln
(

296 K
T

)
∆n
n
. (9)

which directly leads to
α(γ)
α(n)

≃ n−1 ln−1
(

296 K
T

)
. (10)

For the two 011 ← 010 and 002 ← 001 hot bands and the ν1 fundamental, the285

databases give ranges between 0.72 and 0.80 (H12) or 0.73 and 0.76 (G11) for the
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intensity weighted temperature coefficients nair (see supplementary material). Using

our characteristic ozone temperature from eq. (3) of 235 K and following eq. (10), these

values correspond to sensitivity ratios α (γair) /α (nair) between 5.4 and 6.1 (H12) and

between 5.7 and 5.9 (G11). These ranges are very consistent with the observed range290

from 5.3 to 5.6 defined by the two strongest of the weak transitions in Table 4. Given

the large measurement uncertainties, especially for the weak bands that contribute by

only about 1 % to the overall absorption signal, this agreement might be somewhat

accidental, as indicated by the value of 4.3 for the ν3 hot band, which is somewhat

below the expected range.295

3.2.4. Sensitivity on lower state energy

The main impact of the lower state energy E′′ (or its equivalent wavenumber value)

on the intensity, and thus on the ozone column, is via the Boltzmann factor FB(T ) in

eq. (1) [see 35, for example]. It is thus evident that

∆CO3

CO3

= −∆S
S
=

c2

T
∆E′′. (11)

At 235 K, c2/T = 6.1 ·10−3 cm and due to lower state energies being usually known300

better than 10−2 cm-1, the uncertainties in E′′ have a negligible (< 10−4) impact on the

(relative) uncertainty of the column measurements.

4. Database comparison

4.1. 10 µm region

Fig. 3 shows retrieval results for total ozone column densities from the 10 µm305

region at Paris during six summer days around noon using the G11, H12 and S15

databases. The left panel demonstrates that column density retrievals give similar val-

ues when either of the three databases is used. Within one four-hour observation pe-

riod, ozone columns are between 8.3 and 9.7 ·1018 cm−2 and vary only on the 1 % scale

(∼ 0.1 · 1018 cm−2). However the data reveal a small systematic bias between the three310

databases. Columns retrieved using the H12 database are always higher than columns

from S15 and G11, and retrievals using G11 always give the lowest results. Indeed,
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the right panel of Fig. 3 well illustrates that the respective offsets of −0.604 % and

−0.288 % between the G11 and H12 and the S15 and H12 databases are quite signifi-

cant. The scatter (σ = 0.008 %, N = 95 for G11 and σ = 0.028 %, N = 95 for S15) is315

comparatively small.

Figure 3: Total ozone column densities CO3 around noon during six measurement days in summer 2013

from retrievals in the 10 µm window (10−1). Left panel shows absolute values retrieved with H12 (squares),

G11 (circles) and S15 (triangles) spectroscopic data. Right panel gives the relative deviation of retrieval

results in percent. Circles and triangles correspond to results with unmodified G11 and S15 spectroscopic

data, respectively. Squares are differences when bandwise corrections are applied to 16O and 18O-containing

ozone in G11. Diamonds indicate deviations when 17O data from H12 are added to the modified G11 data.

Most of the bias between G11 and H12 is due to systematic differences in the av-

erage spectral parameters. Table 5 demonstrates that some intensity weighted spectral

parameters, and even intensity values, differ by several percent. If S , γair and nair in

G11 are thus adjusted bandwise by the ratio xH12/xG11 to compensate for these differ-320

ences, the relative bias is reduced to a value of only −0.138 % (σ = 0.005 %, N = 95),

as shown in the right panel of Fig. 3. Interestingly, correcting for systematic biases be-

tween H12 and S15 using the same method does not improve the relative deviation in

the column values; at the same time the dispersion of the data is significantly reduced.

The results are not shown in Fig. 3, but we get a −0.323 % offset with a σ = 0.007 %325

dispersion when we apply the standard correction procedure based on the weighted

averages in Table 5. The reduction of the dispersion is mainly due to the difference

in γair. As a matter of fact, correcting for differences in the weighted averages of γair

alone results in an offset of −0.332 % with a 0.006 % scatter. This is quite similar to
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using the actual values of γair in H12 with intensities of S15. In this case the offset is330

−0.227 % with a standard deviation of σ = 0.007 %. The comparison using the three

databases also shows that using γair from either H12 or G11 leads to a small dispersion

in the retrieved columns, whereas the dispersion is about four times higher when S15

is compared to H12. Note, that relative differences in weighted γair are also four times

higher when we compare the ν3 transition of the main isotope in S15 and G11 with335

respect to the corresponding values in H12 (see Table 5).

As can also be inferred from the sensitivity coefficients in Table 4, a global cor-

rection of about 0.21 %, 1.15 % and 1.10 % applied to the respective values of S , γair

and nair in G11, irrespective of the vibrational band, would only account for a small

fraction of the observed total column difference and it is essential to consider vibra-340

tional states individually. The need for bandwise correction is thus evident and this is

also clear from direct inspection of Table 5, which shows strong differences between

the databases concerning hot band transitions: hot band intensities of 16O3 in H12 are

1.6 and 4 % lower than in G11, for example. This, and the fact that fundamentals of

the 18O containing isotopomers also deviate by about 4 % between the two databases,345

possibly indicates that intensities of the hot bands were globally changed in the 2000 to

2004 update of H12, whereas most of the G11 data remained unchanged. Depending

on isotopes or transitions, differences in γair can also be quite sizable and reach values

of up to 13 % (Table 5). Some of the remaining discrepancy between ozone columns

derived from G11 and H12 spectral parameters is due to the complete lack of 17O con-350

taining ozone in the 10 µm region in G11. If also taken into account, the bias between

databases drops well below 1 ‰ (see right panel of Fig. 3). Interestingly, this good

agreement between the atmospheric radiation transfer modeling and the global band-

wise analysis can only be obtained in the comparison between G11 and H12 databases.

Applying the same correction procedures to the S15 data does not remove the −3 ‰355

offset between the column values from H12 and S15. The reasons for this difference

are detailed just below.

The lower right panel of Fig. 4, which compares H12 with G11, shows that most

of the intense bands in the 10 µm region differ by a constant value (either 0 or 4 %).

Only the 011 ← 010 hot band, which contributes about 5 % to the overall absorption360
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Figure 4: Relative deviation of intensities of individual 16O3 transitions between H12 and G11 databases as

a function of line position (top) and of intensity S (296 K) ≥ 10−23 cm (bottom). Top: individual windows

(5−1 to 5−4) in the 5 µm range are indicated by shadows. Bottom: Left panel 5 µm, right panel 10 µm data.

Line data common to the two databases and corresponding to the four most intense bands (with weights

given in the legends) are shown.
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shows some scatter and a slight negative correlation in this wavelength region. The

presence of such a correlation introduces a bias in the database comparison based on

intensity weighted averages (see Appendix B, for example). These correlations are

stronger when we compare H12 to S15. The lower right panel of Fig. 5 shows that

a positive correlation even exists in the most intense transitions of the ν3 band. From

Figure 5: Relative deviation of intensities of individual 16O3 transitions between H12 and S15 databases as

a function of line position (top) and of intensity S (296 K) ≥ 10−23 cm (bottom). Top: individual windows

(5−1 to 5−4) in the 5 µm range are indicated by shadows. Bottom: Left panel 5 µm, right panel 10 µm data.

Line data common to the two databases and corresponding to the four most intense bands (with weights

given in the legends) are shown.

365

a linear fit of ∆S/S vs. S (235 K) in the range S > 10−21 cm on transitions in the ν3

band of the main isotope, we derive a slope of +3.6 · 1017 cm−1 and inspection of the

H12 database shows that 2[E(S 3)/E(S 2) − E(S 2)/E(S )] = 7.9 · 10−21 cm (for further

details see Appendix B). According to eq. (B.6), this results in an overrestimation of

the adjusted intensities by about 0.3 %. Ozone columns will thus be underestimated by370

the same relative amount, when adjusted intensity values are used and this corresponds

exactly to the observed difference between retrievals based on S15 and H12 displayed

in Fig. 3.
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4.2. 5 µm region

Figure 6: Total ozone column densities CO3 from the 5 µm windows 5−1 to 5−4 as relative deviation with

respect to the retrieval from the 10 µm window (10−1). Panels from left to right show results for the H12,

G11 and S15 database, respectively. Individual 5 µm windows are indicated by symbol shades.

Column densities from the 5 µm windows are represented in Fig. 6 as relative devia-375

tion from the result in the 10 µm window. Independent of the database, the results from

the two wavelength regions are coherent to better than ±3 %. Averages over individual

windows are within −1.0 and +1.6 % for H12, within −1.0 and −2.3 % for G11 and

within −0.3 and +0.5 % for S15. While G11 data thus give a consistent negative offset

of about (−1.9 ± 0.6) % (1σ dispersion of window averages) with little dispersion and380

while S15 has an insignificant offset with an even smaller dispersion of (0.2 ± 0.4) %,

the H12 data have a positive offset of (1.4 ± 0.4) % for windows 5−2 through 5−4.

The 5−1 window, which is dominated by transitions belonging to the P-branch of the

ν1 + ν3 band, however is not consistent with this positive shift and shows an offset of

−1.0 %. Note that the dispersion within each window (1σ, N = 93) is in the 0.3 to385

0.4 % range. This single intra-window dispersion is independent of the window and

the database used and thus mereley reflects measurement uncertainties.

We point out that our atmospherically observed offset of +1.4 % between 5 and

10 µm regions when using H12 is in full agreement with a recent laboratory study

[27]. The laboratory derived intensities deviate from H12 by (−1.96 ± 0.29) and390

(−0.34±0.11) % at 5 and 10 µm, respectively. This implies CH12
O3

(5 µm)/CH12
O3

(10 µm) =

(+1.6 ± 0.3) %, where the 1-σ uncertainty is derived from the propagation of the sta-
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tistically derived uncertainty of the individual averages at 5 and 10 µm. The compar-

ison with this measurement and the fact that line-mixing does not measurably change

total ozone columns from the 5 µm range under atmospheric conditions [52, see Ta-395

ble 1], let us conclude that line-mixing impacts total ozone columns from the 10 µm

region (window 10−1) by an amount less than the dispersion of our measurements. A

similar conclusion must be drawn from the comparison with the slightly higher value

CH12
O3

(5 µm)/CH12
O3

(10 µm) = (+2.1 ± 0.3) % derived in another laboratory study un-

der high pressure conditions (0.3 − 1 bar), where line-mixing effects have been taken400

into account in the analysis [52]. This high degree of agreement with both laboratory

experiments implies that the effect of line-mixing on the derived total ozone column

densities is small and likely less than about 0.7 %. The full agreement between re-

trieval results from all windows within the scatter of about 0.4 % when S15 is used

(right panel of Fig. 6) indeed provides very strong support for line-mixing effects ac-405

tually being smaller than 0.4 %. Anyway, they are smaller than most of the effects that

we are about to discuss in the following.

The differences of about 3.5 % (windows 5−2 through 5−4) between the G11 and

H12 databases can be easily understood on the background of our previous analysis

and discussion concerning the 10 µm region. Calculation of intensity weighted spectral410

parameters at 235 K shows that in each of the windows most of the absorbed intensity is

due to the 101← 000 band. This band has a roughly 3 (5−1) to 4 % (5−2 to 5−4) higher

weighted intensity in G11 than in H12 (see Table 6), implying that the column densities

must be correspondingly lower. From this ∼ 4 % correction, the 0.6 % difference in

the 10 µm region must be subtracted. The resulting shift in CO3 (5 µm)/CO3 (10 µm)415

of 3.4 % is fully consistent with the atmospheric observation in Fig. 6. We note that

intensities of these overtone and combination bands are sufficiently weak for non-linear

absorption effects, such as observed in the ν3 fundamental at 10 µm, being of little

importance.

Table 6 further shows that the ratio of ozone columns derived from the two databases420

at 5 µm CH12
O3

(5 µm)/CG11
O3

(5 µm) cannot be consistent over all windows at the accuracy

level of 1 %. The weighted average analysis confirms that the column ratio CH12
O3

(5 µm)
/

CG11
O3

(5 µm) is lower in the 5−1 window than in the others. Because results from the
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G11 database are consistent over all four windows, we suspect that the problem is

linked to the spectroscopic data in H12. However, the simplified database comparison425

in Table 6 gives a difference of only 1.4 % and rests below the observed discrepancy of

about 2 to 2.5 %. These database differences are further corroborated by the excellent

agreement found in the S15 based retrievals.

As an aside we note here that the 111← 010 hot band has identical intensity entries

in all three different databases. This becomes evident from Fig. 5, but is also reflected430

in the corresponding entries in Table 6, which are all identical zero.

The large intensity dependent differences in line strengths of 2ν1, 2ν3 and ν1 + ν3

band transitions between the G11 and H12 databases (see left panel of Fig. 4) prevent

intensity weighted averages to be used for globally rescaling one database with respect

to the other in order to resolve observed discrepancies in the 5 µm region. The col-435

umn biases associated with a weighted intensity correction, that are obtained from the

procedure described in section 4.1 are around 1.4 %. It thus seems that this particular

spectral region requires new experimental and theoretical studies to be undertaken. The

high consistency of the S15 based retrievals possibly indicates that the S&MPO (S15)

database presently is the most adequate to use for retrieving ozone from the 5 and 10440

µm regions, and that the underlying data and spectroscopic analysis already provide

the desired level of accuracy of better than 1 %. But so far these data have not been

published in the literature. It must also be kept in mind that our study cannot assess

the absolute accuracy of the spectroscopic data and since our observations are based

on lines from very restricted spectral ranges (see Fig. 1), little can be said about data445

quality concerning transitions outside the observational windows.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

We have compared ozone spectroscopic data in the 5 and 10 µm spectral regions

from different databases and confronted them with ground based atmospheric spectra,

acquired with the high-resolution FTS-Paris instrument. In order to clearly attribute450

differences in retrieved ozone columns to differences in the spectroscopic databases,

we have also performed direct database comparisons restricted to the observational
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windows, using intensity weighted averages of the chief spectroscopic parameters.

Using the atmospheric spectra, a complete sensitivity analysis of the four spectro-

scopic parameters intensity (S ), air-broadening half width (γair), its temperature coef-455

ficient (nair) and the lower state energy (E′′) has been performed in the 10 µm region.

Relative uncertainties of these parameters belonging to transitions in the ν3 fundamen-

tal band impact on the total ozone columns with respective of weights −1 : −0.15 :

−0.05 , for S , γair and nair. For transitions belonging to weaker bands in the same

region, sensitivity coefficients for S , γair and nair scale as −1 : +0.29 : +0.055. The460

observed sensitivity coefficients have been confirmed by theoretical analysis and nu-

merical simulations. Current database uncertainties in E′′ do not affect retrievals and

can be neglected. The derived sensitivity coefficients might guide further studies that

aim at improving on the uncertainty of total ozone column retrievals in that region.

The three databases HITRAN, GEISA and S&MPO have been characterized with465

respect to their utility for atmospheric retrievals. Using the spectroscopic data in the

991.25 − 1013.19 cm-1 window range, total ozone column retrievals with the three

databases gave results that agreed to clearly better than 1 %. Much of the difference

is due to slight differences in the spectroscopic data and, in case of in the GEISA

database, the lack of 17O-containing ozone. This degree of agreement is confirmed by470

direct comparison of spectroscopic databases, using intensity weighted averages of the

spectroscopic parameters.

Deviations between the databases in the 5 µm region are larger, however. Ozone

columns derived in that wavelength range differ by about 4 %, which is likely due to

a global adjustment of line intensities [18] in the HITRAN database in 2004, which475

has only partially been adopted in the GEISA database. Nevertheless, each of the three

databases gives total ozone columns at 5 µm that generally agree within ±2 % with

the results obtained at 10 µm. Retrievals using the S&MPO data show an even better

agreement within less than ±1 %, both between the 5 and 10 µm regions and within the

5 µm region itself.480

Importantly, all four windows in the 5 µm region yield consistent ozone columns

when we use parameters from the GEISA or S&MPO databases. This is not the case

when parameters are taken from HITRAN. Employing HITRAN parameters, one of
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the windows (2070.90 − 2084.64 cm-1), mostly containing P-branch transitions from

the ν1 + ν3 combination band in the 5 µm region results in ozone columns that are sig-485

nificantly lower (1.5 − 3.0 %) than the ones obtained from the other three windows.

This striking difference between databases is corroborated by direct comparison of the

intensity weighted average intensities in the four windows. While average intensities

between HITRAN and GEISA databases differ by 4.1 % in the three coherent windows,

they differ by only 2.7 % in the particular window between 2070.90 and 2084.64 cm-1.490

The inferred difference of 1.4 % is close to the observed discrepancy, which thus con-

firms that the observed mismatch is due to the ozone spectroscopic data in the two

databases and not linked to the measurement process or the retrieval procedure. This

fact is further corroborated by the excellent consistency of results when either GEISA

or S&MPO are used for the retrieval.495

While the comparison in the 10 µm region has shown that all databases yield very

consistent results at a high level of precision (< 1 %), the detailed analysis of the 5 µm

region shows that a similar precision level has not yet been reached there. Only the

S&MPO database gives entirely consistent results at the 1 % level. Thus, further lab-

oratory studies targetting at the 5 µm and other spectral regions are required. So are500

new theoretical calculations [10] and validation procedures for incorporating new line

parameter data into the databases.

With the availability of more and more spectroscopic databases or linelists, the

simple method of comparing intensity weighted spectroscopic parameter averages may

provide an interesting tool for analyzing these databases for consistency and thus for505

identifying critical regions for remote sensing applications. While the approach avoids

entering into the tedious work of analyzing individual transitions, it remains to be

shown that its application is useful for the remote sensing of molecules other than

ozone.
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Appendix A. Sensitivity510

Appendix A.1. Band specific sensitivity coefficients and intensity weights

In this appendix, definitions for the band specific sensitivity coefficients and inten-

sity weights are given. We first define the band specific sensitivity coefficient αI(x)

αI(x) =
1

wI

(
∆CO3

CO3

)/ (
∆xI

xI

)
(A.1)

where xI indicates that parameter changes of a rovibrational transition are considered

only if this transition belongs to the particular band I. The weight wI of the vibrational515

band I is the defined as the ratio of the pseudo band intensity ŜI over the integrated

intensity of all rovibrational transitions within the considered window M:

wI = ŜI

/∑
j∈M

S j, (A.2)

where the S j are line strengths of individual rovibrational transitions j. The pseudo

band intensity ŜI corresponds to the total band intensity restricted to transitions within

the observational window M, i.e.:520

ŜI =
∑

j∈I ∧ j∈M

S j. (A.3)

Appendix A.2. Simulation of pressure braodening

We assume a Voigt line shape for a molecular transition and simulate molecular

absorption in a homogeneous atmosphere. Three parameters are required: the Gaussian

(Doppler) width which is described by the HWHM parameter γG, the Lorentzian width

for the pressure broadening, given by the HWHM parameter γL = γair × p, and the525

optical density at peak center τ0. In the atmospheric retrieval, widths are determined by

temperature and pressure conditions and the corresponding values therefore are fixed in

the fitting process. Nevertheless, the Lorentzian width may be off by a bias in γair. This

effect is investigated through fitting a Voigt line profile with a small bias in γL (1.02

times the width of the original profile), leading to a non-zero residual and a biased530

value for the peak area. The results of these simulations are shown in Figures A.7a-c,

where transmission curves of the absorption lines and the fit residuals are displayed
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for different optical densities τ0. As can be seen, the residuals change from a V to a

W-shape when increasing τ0 from 0.1 to 10. For the simulation, the Doppler width has

been fixed to a typical value of γG = 0.1 cm-1, but the result is completely independent535

of the exact value used. It only depends on the shape parameter β (eq. (4)), which was

fixed to β = 7 in Figs. A.7 a-c for matching typical atmospheric conditions.

In Figure A.7 d, a simulated value of α(γair) has been calculated by equation (5),

using ∆x/x = 0.02 for various combinations of τ0 and β. In the high pressure limit (β ≥
10), α(γair) becomes independent of the shape parameter. This is expected, because the540

width is dominated by pressure broadening anyway and a bias in this parameter should

have its maximum effect. In the low pressure limit (β ≤ 0.1), one expects that biases in

γL can be neglected, because the line shape is dominated by Doppler broadening. For

weak absorptions τ0 < 1, α(γair) is indeed about 0. At large optical densities however,

α(γair) never vanishes because the wings of the Lorentzian have still an impact on the fit545

far from the line center, even though the HWHM width is completely dominated by the

Doppler profile. This wing effect scales linearly with τ0 and the asymptotical behavior

of α(γair) is given by the product τ0×β = const. Figures A.7e-g then illustrate for fixed

values of β how α(γair) varies as a function of the optical density. At high pressures

(β = 7), it changes from about +0.45 to −1 at τ0 ∼ 100 (Fig. A.7e). At low pressures,550

the low optical density limit approaches zero and the transition towards negative values

shifts towards higher peak absorption values.

These results on α(γair) are robust and do only weakly depend on the exact knowl-

edge of γair: Comparing the fit results of two line profiles biased by 12 and 10 % in γair,

respectively, gave a similar difference in retrieved intensities than comparing a line with555

2 % bias to the unbiased line. Grey curves in Figures A.7e-g show the results derived

from biases offset by ±10 %, which is deemed a reasonable range for the uncertainty

of the published data. Because it is independent on pressure in the β ≥ 7 range which

is characteristic for most of the vertical ozone distribution (see section 3.1), α(γair)

should follow the τ0 dependency given in Figure A.7e.560
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Figure A.7: Sensitivity of the column on biases in the γair parameter from a simple numerical simulation.

Panels a through c show Voigt profiles and fit residuals, when γair is biased by +2% for peak center optical

densities τ0 of 0.1, 1, and 10, respectively. The Gaussian HWHM, and the shape parameter have respectively

been fixed to characteristic value of γG = 0.1 cm-1 and β = γL/γG = 7. Panel d shows α(γair) as a function

of the peak absorption τ0 and the shape parameter γL/γG . Contour lines are separated by units of 0.1 and

the dashed horizontal line indicates β = 7. Panels e to g then display α(γair) as a function of the peak

optical density τ0 for β fixed to values of 7, 1, and 0.01 (red lines). Grey lines indicate in as much the bias

of α(γair) depends on the absolute value γair . Shaded regions in panels e-g indicate estimated atmospheric

absorption conditions for the asymmetric stretch (ν3) with τ0 ≃ 9 on the one hand and the weaker bands

(0.08 ≤ τ0 ≤ 0.6) on the other hand.

Appendix B. Bias of intensity weighted averages

We have introduced intensity weighted averages as a practical means of direct

comparison of spectroscopic parameters in different databases, which introduces an

effective cutoff of weak absorption lines. Here we show that correcting values in one

database by the ratio of averages between the two databases does not necessarily repro-565

duce the results of the latter in an atmospheric retrieval and thus introduces a bias. This

depends on whether the spectroscopic data correlate with the line intensities or not.

We start from the idealizing assumption that each line contributes to the retrieved

absorption signal proportional to its line intensity (ie we neglect the presence of noise

in the atmospheric measurement). The expectation value or mean E of the statistic of570
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intensities S is defined by

E(S ) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

S i. (B.1)

For what follows, we recall that the second and third moments of S are similarly de-

fined as E(S 2) and E(S 3), respectively. Like E(S ), these quantities can be easily cal-

culated from the data given in the spectroscopic databases. We assume that the values

in the two databases S H and S G suffer from small biases with respect to the true distri-575

bution of intensity values S :

S H = (1 + a + bS )S (B.2)

S G = (1 + c + dS )S (B.3)

The coefficients a and c denote relative offsets of the database values with respect to

the true values and coefficients b and d , 0 indicate a linear correlation of the bias with

intensity. In this case the ratio R of expectation values is given by

R =
E(S H)
E(S G)

=
E ((1 + a + bS )S )
E ((1 + c + dS )S )

≃ 1 + a
1 + c

1 + (b − d)
E

(
S 2

)
E (S )

 , (B.4)

where the last transformation holds to the degree that terms of second order in the

supposedly small deviations a, b, c and d can be neglected. Due to the ratio of weighted

averages Ew (eqs. (A.3) and (A.2)) being

Rw =
Ew(S H)
Ew(S G)

= R−1 E(S 2
H)

E(S 2
G)
, (B.5)

we find that580

Rw/R = R−2 E(S 2
H)

E(S 2
G)

≃ 1 + 2(b − d)
(

E(S 3)
E(S 2)

− E(S 2)
E(S )

)
, (B.6)

where in the last step we have once again neglected higher than linear order terms in a,

b, c and d. Our bias is thus given by the second term in equation (B.6). Evidently, only

if b , d, we introduce a bias by comparing intensity weighted averages. Note that if
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b = d = 0, the approximations in eqs. (B.4) and (B.6) become exact and any constant

relative offset between the two databases is inferred without any bias.585

A non-zero term (b− d) might be inferred as the slope of the linear fit on the ∆S/S

over S data, such as in Fig. 4 and the expression in parantheses can be simply estimated

from using either S H or S G for the unknown S . In this way the bias can be determined

and accounted for.
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Table 1: Technical data of the Paris-FTS and supporting instruments situated at 48° 50′N, 22° 1′E at 60 m

above sea level

FTS

Instrument Model IFS 125HR

Max. opt. path difference 258 cm

Spectral resolution 2.4 · 10−3 cm-1

Nominal beam diameter 63.5 mm

Focal length 418 mm

Field stop aperture 1 mm

Instrument vacuum < 1 Pa

10 µm range MCT detector

KBr beam splitter

Filter transmission (TF) TF(centre) > 60 %

TF(50 %) cut on @ 7.14 µm

TF(50 %) cut off@ 10.0 µm

4.8 µm range InSb detector

KBr beam splitter

Filter transmission (TF) TF(centre) > 60 %

TF(50 %) cut on at 3.3 µm

TF(50 %) cut off at 5.0 µm

Duration of acquisition 3 min (2 co-adds)

Acquisition dates 2013-07-19; 2013-07-20;

2013-07-22; 2013-08-16;

2013-08-21; 2013-08-23;

Sun Tracker

Model Bruker A547

Pointing precision 1 arc min. (8h)
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Table 2: Global comparison of spectroscopic parameters contained in the databases. Two symbols indicate

availability of the data in both the 5 and 10 µm windows, respectively. + or − signs mean that values are

provided or not provided. Symbols O and F indicate that values have been set to zero or to another fixed

standard value, and X signifies that only a few lines have values different from the standard value.

Parameter Symbol G11 H12 S15

(Vacuum wavenumber)
ν +/+ +/+ +/+

position

Intensity S (296 K) +/+ +/+ +/+

Lower-state energy
E′′ +/+ +/+ +/+

(as wavenumber)

Air (broadened half) width γair +/+ +/+ +/+

Self (broadened half) width γself +/+ +/+ +/+

Air (pressure induced) shift δair O/O X/X −/−
Temperature (dependence)

nair F/F +/+ −/−
exponent (for γair)
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Table 3: Spectral windows for the retrieval of total O3 columns (CO3 ) based on the H12 database

Spectral Overall spectral Micro-window Effective No of O3 lines Interfering species

window range window above threshold /

width total

(cm-1) (cm-1) (cm-1)

10−1 991.25 − 1013.19 991.250 − 993.800 9.440 666: 854/3470 H2O, CO2, C2H4

1001.470 −1003.040 668: 169/ 421

1005.000 −1006.900 686: 109/ 264

1007.470 −1008.900 667: 5/ 289

1011.200 −1013.190 676: 20/ 143

5−1 2070.90 − 2084.64 2070.900 −2071.113 3.193 666: 166/1452 H2O, CO2, CO, OCS

2079.600 −2080.500

2080.960 −2081.500

2082.500 −2083.700

2084.300 −2084.640

5−2 2101.15 − 2109.90 2101.150 −2102.700 3.110 666: 193/ 577 H2O, CO2, CO, OCS

2103.800 −2104.150

2104.900 −2105.040

2108.830 −2109.900

5−3 2118.40 − 2127.05 2118.400 −2118.550 2.300 666: 105/ 279 H2O, CO2, CO, OCS

2119.900 −2121.000

2122.070 −2122.250

2123.140 −2123.440

2125.470 −2125.700

2126.570 −2126.690

2126.830 −2127.050

5−4 2130.38 − 2134.90 2130.380 −2130.490 0.750 666: 32/ 133 H2O, CO2, CO, OCS

2130.650 −2130.750

2132.440 −2132.780

2134.700 −2134.900
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Table 4: Sensitivity of the total ozone column CO3 . α-coefficients (eqs. (5) and (A.1)) indicate the response

of CO3 on global relative changes in line intensity (S ), air broadening (γair) and temperature dependence of

the air broadening (nair) as a function of the vibrational band. Weights have been evaluated at T = 235 K.

Band Weight wI (%)
α(x) or αI(x)

α(γair)/α(nair) −α(γair)/α(S ) −α(nair)/α(S )
x = S x = γair x = nair

001← 000 91.2 −0.94 −0.152 −0.049 3.3 −0.163 −0.048

011← 010 5.0 −1.75 0.541 0.063 5.3 0.310 0.056

100← 000 1.7 −0.86 0.245 0.021 5.6 0.286 0.050

002← 001 1.5 −1.51 0.286 0.067 4.3 0.273 0.064

Weighted sum 99.4 −0.98 −0.104 −0.035 3.0 −0.126 −0.040

Table 5: Relative deviations (xH12/xG11 − 1 and xH12/xS15 − 1) of intensity weighted spectral parameters x

in the H12, G11 and S15 databases, restricted to the observational window 10−1 at 10 µm. Differences are

given separately for the main (16O3) and the rare 18O-containing isotopes.

Band
(xH12/xG11 − 1) (%) (xH12/xS15 − 1) (%)

x = S x = γair x = nair x = S x = γair

16O3

all 0.21 1.15 1.10 0.07 1.85

001← 000 0.06 0.35 1.28 0.02 1.50

011← 010 −1.57 13.28 −0.84 −0.77 4.73

100← 000 0.06 0.25 5.63 −0.42 3.14

002← 001 −3.85 7.46 −5.77 −1.41 7.46
16O16O18O

all −3.85 3.93 −3.74 −0.61 −0.13

001← 000 −3.85 3.91 −3.84 −2.25 0.01
16O18O16O

all −3.85 10.17 −6.29 −0.84 10.23

001← 000 −3.85 10.18 −6.30 −2.83 10.21
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Table 6: Relative deviations ∆S/S |H−G = (S H12/S G11 − 1) and ∆S/S |H−S = (S H12/S S15 − 1) of intensity

weighted intensities at 235 K in the H12, G11 and S15 databases, restricted to the observational windows

5−1 and 5−2 to 5−4 at 5 µm.

Band
5−1 5−2 to 5−4

Weight (%) ∆S/S |H−G (%) ∆S/S |H−S (%) Weight (%) ∆S/S |H−G (%) ∆S/S |H−S (%)

all 100.0 −2.7 −0.6 100.0 −4.1 −2.6

101← 000 86.3 −2.6 −0.3 96.3 −4.0 −2.5

002← 000 10.9 −0.8 6.1 3.1 0.2 3.2

111← 010 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0

200← 000 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.2 2.9 7.9
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Highlights

• Present simple method of spectral database comparison based on weighted intensities

• Analyze ozone spectral data in the 5 and 10 μm ranges using ground based FTIR

• Compare GEISA2011, HITRAN2012 and S&MPO2015 databases using total ozone columns

• All databases are consistent within ±2% when comparing 5 and 10 μm regions



  

DB
0100 0100 0100 0100
0010 0010 0100 0100
1101 1100 0100 0100 
0110 0011 1101 0100
0100 1111 1001 0011
1101 1100 0100 0100 
1101 1100 0100 0100 
1101 1100 0100 0100 

FTS




